Accurate prognostication in the rapid response team (RRT) setting can be difficult. The RRT faces high-acuity encounters with little previous knowledge of the patient. Yet, there are a limited number of clinical decision tools to help prognosticate patients in this setting.

Early Warning Scores are designed to identify inpatients at high risk of deterioration through changes in their clinical status or vital signs ([@R1]). Ideally, early activation of the RRT and subsequent intervention can mitigate negative outcomes. However, performance can be variable when implementing Early Warning Scores into new or different healthcare systems ([@R2]). Machine learning models (MLMs) offer an alternative method for developing complex prediction models, and studies have shown promising results in this setting ([@R3], [@R4]).

Recently, Shappell et al ([@R3]) developed a novel gradient boosted decision tree MLM to predict in-hospital mortality after RRT activation. Their model was developed from data including 282,710 RRT activations across 274 hospitals ([@R3]). The model had an area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) of 0.78 and outperformed the National Early Warning Score, which had an AUC of 0.66.

However, laboratory values were not included in the analysis conducted by Shappell et al ([@R3]) and the authors hypothesized that these data would likely improve model performance. In our study, we sought to evaluate whether adding laboratory values to a similar MLM would improve predictive performance.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Ethics approval for this study was obtained from The Ottawa Health Science Network Research Ethics Board.

Study Setting and Subjects
--------------------------

This study was performed at two academic hospitals within The Ottawa Hospital network (TOH). TOH contains 1,163 beds and sees over 50,000 general inpatient admissions each year. Each hospital site has a combined medical-surgical ICU with 28 beds.

Included patients were over the age of 18 years and had an RRT activation between January 1, 2015, and May 31, 2016. We excluded patients missing disposition data and activations for nonacute issues such as IV access needs.

The RRT at our center comprised of an attending intensivist, a critical care nurse, and a respiratory therapist. On weekends and overnight, the intensivist is substituted by a resident physician with the intensivist available on call. Activation criteria include abnormalities in vital signs or signs of clinical deterioration (**Appendix 1**, Supplemental Digital Content 1, <http://links.lww.com/CCX/A61>).

Data Collection
---------------

Patient data regarding the RRT assessment as well as previous admissions were retrieved from the Ottawa Hospital Data Warehouse. These included demographics, number of emergency department, inpatient, and ICU admissions over the preceding year, limits of care, length of stay (LOS), total number of RRT calls during admission, reason for RRT call, vital signs, laboratory values, and disposition data. Included variables are detailed in **Appendix 2** (Supplemental Digital Content 2, <http://links.lww.com/CCX/A62>). We used only the vital signs and laboratory values that were closest to the RRT call. We made this decision after our analysis revealed that trending (or temporal) data could not be used because of uneven granularity of the results and lengths of the time series. If patients experienced more than one activation of the RRT during their admission, data from the first activation were included for model development.

Statistical Analysis
--------------------

Similar to Shappell et al ([@R3]), we developed a gradient boosted decision tree model. The base model was derived without laboratory values, and then we independently developed an augmented model using all data, including laboratory values. For missing data, imputation was performed using the closest value to the RRT call or a median/mode value if no prior observations were available. Calibration curves (established on a hold-out sample with 50% of randomly selected patients) for the base model and the augmented model are shown in **Supplemental Figure 1** (Supplemental Digital Content 3, <http://links.lww.com/CCX/A63>; **legend**, Supplemental Digital Content 5, <http://links.lww.com/CCX/A65>). Mean-predicted value represents the output of the predictive models, interpreted as a probability of belonging to the positive outcome class (i.e., in-hospital mortality), whereas fraction of positives is the corresponding proportion of cases with positive outcome class observed in the dataset. The model was considered to be well calibrated when these two values were linearly correlated (or dependent). We evaluated both models using embedded evaluation that included a 10-fold cross-validation repeated 10 times to evaluate models' performance in predicting a primary outcome of in-hospital mortality. We conducted hyperparameter optimization for three main model parameters: depth of a decision tree, number of decision trees, and a learning rate. This parameters' optimization was conducted using a nested three-fold cross-validation to avoid model overfitting and obtain reliable results ([@R5]). We constructed average receiver operating characteristic curves over all cross-validation iterations and used them to establish model performance with an AUC value, reported with 95% CIs. We also evaluated differences between the patients who survived to hospital discharge and those who died. Chi-square tests were used for categorical variables and Student *t* test/Wilcoxon signed rank for continuous variables. *p* values less than 0.05 were considered statistically significant. Data analysis was performed using the Anaconda environment and the gradient boosted decision tree implementation offered by XGBoost (Anaconda Inc, Austin, TX) ([@R6]).

RESULTS
=======

There were 72,167 inpatient admissions during the study period, and 2,118 patients (2.9%) experienced an RRT activation. After applying exclusion criteria, 2,061 patients remained for the analysis (**Appendix 3**, Supplemental Digital Content 4, <http://links.lww.com/CCX/A64>). In-hospital mortality was 29.4%. The patients who died were older (median age, 72 vs 68 yr; *p* \< 0.001) (**Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**). Patients who died also had a longer LOS prior to RRT assessment (4 vs 2 d; *p* \< 0.001) (**Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}**). There were differences in laboratory values for the patients who died including higher creatinine levels (median, 157 vs 126 µmol/L; *p* \< 0.001) and higher lactate (median, 3.4 vs 2.6 mmol/L; *p* \< 0.001).
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Model performance is illustrated in **Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**. The base MLM demonstrated an AUC of 0.71 (95% CI, 0.71--0.72). The top 20 most important variables in the base model, graded on a scale of 0--100, are presented in **Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**. Age, estimated ratio of Pa[o]{.smallcaps}~2~ to F[io]{.smallcaps}~2~ (P:F ratio; calculated using oxygen saturation and estimated F[io]{.smallcaps}~2~), LOS prior to RRT, systolic blood pressure, and pulse were among the most important. The MLM developed with laboratory values demonstrated a statistically significant improved performance (*p* \< 0.001), with an AUC of 0.77 (95% CI, 0.77--0.78). Age, platelet count, temperature, creatinine, and neutrophils were the most important variables (**Fig. [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**). Laboratory values accounted for half of the top 20 most important variables.

![Receiver operating curve demonstrating performance of the base model versus the model augmented with laboratory values, compared with random chance. AUC = area under the receiver operating curve.](cc9-1-e0023-g003){#F1}

![Importance of the predictor variables in the base machine learning model, scaled to a maximum of 100. ED = emergency department, O~2~ = oxygen, P:F ratio = estimated Pa[o]{.smallcaps}~2~ to F[io]{.smallcaps}~2~ ratio, RRT = rapid response team.](cc9-1-e0023-g004){#F2}

![Importance of the predictor variables in the machine learning model augmented with laboratory values, scaled to a maximum of 100. Co~2~ = carbon dioxide, O~2~ = oxygen, P:F ratio = estimated Pa[o]{.smallcaps}~2~ to F[io]{.smallcaps}~2~ ratio; RRT = rapid response team.](cc9-1-e0023-g005){#F3}

DISCUSSION
==========

This was a retrospective study examining the effect of augmenting a MLM, designed to predict in-hospital mortality, with laboratory values. When laboratory values were included in the dataset used to build the model, the MLM performance significantly improved. Laboratory values accounted for 50% of the most important variables in the augmented model.

In our base model, age and vital signs ranked highly, which is consistent with prior MLMs ([@R3], [@R4], [@R7]) and with Early Warning Scores ([@R1]). LOS was also consistently important across both models as in the study by Shappell et al ([@R3]). However, compared with oxygen saturation, the estimated P:F ratio was a more important variable, reflecting the improved quantification of the degree of respiratory insufficiency when the amount of supplemental oxygen is accounted for. This may be important to consider in future development of MLMs.

Improved accuracy has been previously demonstrated when incorporating laboratory values into Early Warning Scores ([@R4]). Utility has also been demonstrated in previous MLMs ([@R7], [@R8]). In our study, the introduction of laboratory values, particularly platelet count, creatinine, neutrophils, and albumin, resulted in an improved AUC. Laboratory metrics are prominently featured in most commonly used ICU mortality risk scores, such as the Sequential Organ Failure Assessment and Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation (APACHE) IV scores ([@R9], [@R10]). It is important to note, however, that the interactions between variables in the MLM are complex and nonlinear, and so the independent association with mortality of each variable in isolation is hard to quantify from the variable importance alone.

When compared with traditional predictive scoring systems such as APACHE IV, the MLM may have several advantages. For example, APACHE IV is a complex system of 129 different variables ([@R10]). The MLM allows for capturing nonlinear interactions between different variables and will also provide prediction for incomplete data. APACHE IV was also developed using an ICU population and requires input of the worst measure of a variable within the initial 24 hours of admission, potentially limiting use at the time of RRT assessment.

Although our base model did not achieve the same AUC as reported by Shappell et al ([@R3]), there were some key differences to mention. Specifically, there were a number of important variables included in their model that are not routinely collected at TOH, such as illness category, or sedation or postanesthetic care unit within 24 hours. Nevertheless, our augmented model with laboratory values performed similarly, and the statistically significant difference between our models supports the Shappell et al ([@R3]) hypothesis that laboratory values should improve model performance.

This study has several strengths. It further supports the use of a MLM to help predict in-hospital mortality in the RRT setting. It also demonstrates the importance of laboratory values, which are not typically included in Early Warning Scores. However, our study is limited by its sample size. We also could not consider clinical history such as medical comorbidities, which may improve performance. It should also be noted that although we included the patient's limits of care at the time of RRT assessment, goals of care can change throughout an admission, and limitations can also portend mortality and may have affected our results. Our study was conducted within a single hospital network and therefore generalizability is limited. Finally, although in-hospital mortality was the primary outcome of the study, future studies might consider including measures of function, such as the capability to carry out activities of daily living. Models predicting the risk of deterioration in functional status may benefit goals of care discussions with patients and caregivers.

CONCLUSIONS
===========

Our study presents further evidence that MLMs can support in-hospital mortality prediction in the RRT setting and potentially supplement clinical decision making. Incorporating laboratory values into model development significantly improved performance in this case.
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